AGENDA

Open Session

Action Approval of the Minutes of the Meeting of May 16, 2001

101 Action - Consent Agenda

A. Adoption of Findings and Approval of Design, Veterinary Medicine 3A, Davis Campus
B. Adoption of Mitigated Negative Declaration and Approval of Design, Sciences Laboratory Building, Davis Campus
C. Adoption of Mitigated Negative Declaration and Approval of Design, CAL(IT)^2 Facility, Irvine Campus
D. Certification of Environmental Impact Report, Amendment of Long Range Development Plan, and Approval of Design, College Infill Apartments, Santa Cruz Campus

Committee Membership: Regents Kozberg, Seymour, Connerly, Bustamante, Hopkinson, O. Johnson, Hertzberg, T. Davis, Morrison, G. Davis, S. Johnson, and Atkinson; Advisory member Sainick